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Choice of stations 
to meet an area’s

specific needs

Remote Call Stations can
be placed wherever

they’re needed

Alphanumeric annunciator
clearly displays nurse call

information in a variety 
of configurations 

Aux input stations and
modules accept alarms from

patient monitoring equipment

Integration with wireless devices
enhances the communication

capabilities of ProCare 6000

Browser-based Reporting
Software captures all activity for

analysis and measurement

When equipped with a transmitter
badge, real-time location of personnel
and equipment is displayed at master

station and other PC clients

HL7-compliant bridge allows
ProCare 6000 to share select

patient demographic information
throughout ProCare system HL
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Management Reports
The industry’s first browser-based

nurse call activity reporting package
allowing users to access, create and

even schedule reports 
from their desktop PC’s.

Electronic Whiteboard
ProCare NetBoard is a 

real-time PC client that displays
patient names staff assignments,

location data, and more to 
keep staff informed.

ProCare Assignments
Easy-to-use application helps 

staff manage patient and device
assignments from any client 

PC, even far away from 
the nurse station.

SQL Database
ProCare 6000 uses industry-standard

communication protocols and 
a robust SQL nurse call database 

to ensure reliable operation.

The ProCare HL7 Interface
automatically monitors admit,
discharge, and transfer events, 
then makes this data available 

to all ProCare clients 
on the network.

The ProCare 6000’s assignment 
and messaging software help

maximize the use and integration 
of cost-effective pocket page

messaging to mobile staff.

ProCare 6000 delivers
incomparable integration 

with major brands of wireless
phones, keeping mobile staff

in contact with patients 
and peers.

Industry-leading flexibility, scalability 
and reliability, ProCare 6000 can be 

configured for virtually any 
healthcare setting.

Smart choice
Healthcare professionals are pulled in so many different
directions and time is always short. In fact, sometimes
it may seem like bedside patient care is forced to take
a back seat to documentation, reports, and administrative
responsibilities.

GE Security can’t really shorten your to-do list or add
hours to your day, but we can put smart communication
systems in place to help you manage your tasks and
time more efficiently.

Dukane Communication Systems, now part of GE
Security, engineered the ProCare 6000 to make smart
decisions so you don’t have to. It puts you in control! 
You’ll be able to manage patient calls and other events 
to match your specific patient care model. You can even
decide who should receive certain types of calls on
wireless devices using ProCare Assignments and ProCare
Messaging. These advanced tools will allow you to spend
more time at the patient bedside, offering the quick
responses that your patients deserve.

ProCare 6000 offers smart, scalable integrations 
with pocket pagers, wireless telephones, automatic
location, and HL7 to deliver the system capabilities
that the healthcare industry has demanded. When
these integrations are coupled with intuitive software
clients like ProCare Assignments, browser-based
wireless Messaging, NetBoard Electronic Whiteboard,
and browser-based Management Reporting, you’ll 
be deploying an enterprise-wide communication
platform that will serve your facility reliably for years 
to come—and with the support of GE Security.

The ProCare 6000 from GE Security – it’s the 
smart choice!

If you need real-time staff 
and equipment information, 

ProCare 6000’s location 
integration can be the solution.

ProCare Messaging
This convenient browser screen 
gives all departments the ability 
to send text messages to mobile 

caregivers from their 
own PC’s.


